
A CHRISTMAS CAROL 31 ESSAY

A Christmas Carol essaysShow how the novelist engages your interest in the character and explain the nature and
process of his development. In the novel "A .

The New Monthly Magazine praised the story, but thought the book's physical excessesâ€”the gilt edges and
expensive bindingâ€”kept the price high, making it unavailable to the poor. Once more, this compels Scrooge
to change his churlish and tight-fisted ways. Before disappearing, the spirit shows Scrooge two hideous,
emaciated children named Ignorance and Want. He capitalised on the success of the book by publishing other
Christmas stories The Chimes , The Cricket on the Hearth , The Battle of Life and The Haunted Man and the
Ghost's Bargain ; these were secular conversion tales which acknowledged the progressive societal changes of
the previous year, and highlighted those social problems which still needed to be addressed. A generous spirit
can go a long way, in helping others. The spirit informs Scrooge that Tiny Tim will die unless the course of
events changes. Money plays a big role in the story, and it is something we often think of when we talk about
generosity. Sobbing, Scrooge pledges to change his ways. When Scrooge returns from the counting house to
his own deserted apartment he is visited by the ghost of his long dead partner Jacob Marley. To share the
message of hope and selflessness and redemption and perhaps to inspire and enlighten the audience. Related
Papers. Stave Two begins with Scrooge being brought by the first spirit to his school with him as a child. Peter
Ackroyd , Dickens's biographer, sees similarities between the character and the elder Martin Chuzzlewit
character, although the miser is "a more fantastic image" than the Chuzzlewit patriarch; Ackroyd observes that
Chuzzlewit's transformation to a charitable figure is a parallel to that of the miser. In addition, the Industrial
Revolution had further done away with the simple pleasures of the season. I wish I could say they are not.
Christmas is a time for giving, and it shows most humans in their best light. Hire Writer In Stave One, we are
presented with the character of Scrooge at his most miserly, the embodiment of all of the appalling qualities of
the Victorian money lenders at that time. In order to help support the family during this time of crisis, young
Dickens went to work in the packing department of a factory that manufactured blacking--a compound of
charcoal, soot, sugar, oil, and fat used to polish boots. It is a simple morality tale of the radical change in the
character Ebenezer Scrooge from being bitter, ironfisted and miserable to becoming a new, openhearted and
charitable man. By using emotional engagement, the reader is encouraged to alter his actions in the real world,
rather than being preached to about what is the right thing to do. The Ghost of Christmas past then presents
Scrooge with Belle and a loving husband and family. The story of Scrooge and his transformation is a
metaphorical attack on society. In his version, I believe that Daehn wanted to convey the heart of this story.
The treadmill and the Poor Law are in full vigour, then? In the episode, a Mr Wardle relates the tale of Gabriel
Grub, a lonely and mean-spirited sexton , who undergoes a Christmas conversion after being visited by
goblins who show him the past and future. During this period, a number of writers, including Dickens, wrote
about the need for social justice and a fairer society. It can drive away the people that you hold to be the most
important to you and therefore this is to be avoided. Chesterton, Dickens "defended valiantly the pleasures of
the poor.


